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Abstract
While the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) is counting on Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GI) as a key component
of its long-term plan for reducing combined sewer overflows, many community stakeholders are also hoping that invest-
ment in greening can help meet other ancillary goals, collectively referred to as sustainable redevelopment. This study
investigates the challenges associated with implementation of GI in Point Breeze, a residential neighborhood of South
Philadelphia. The project team performed a detailed study of physical, social, legal, and economic conditions in the pilot
neighborhood over the course of several years, culminating in the development of an agent-based model simulation of GI
implementation. The model evaluates a) whether PWD’s GI goals can be met in a timely manner, b) what kinds of assump-
tions regarding participation would be needed under different theoretical GI policies, and c) the extent to which GI could
promote sustainable redevelopment. The model outcomes underscore the importance of private land in helping PWD
achieve its GI goals in Point Breeze. Achieving a meaningful density of GI in the neighborhoods most in need of sustainable
redevelopment may require new and creative strategies for GI implementation tailored for the types of land present in
those particular communities.
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1. Introduction
1.1. City Context
Philadelphia is a city of stark contrasts. On one hand,
public safety, environmental quality, and property val-
ues in many of its residential neighborhoods are com-
promised by the presence of over 40,000 vacant proper-
ties, responsible for $3.6 billion in lost household wealth,
$20million in City maintenance costs, and at least $2mil-
lion in uncollected property taxes each year (Philadelphia
Redevelopment Authority, 2010). Roughly one-third of
the city’s residents live in poverty (Romero, 2017). On
the other hand, the City has emerged as a national leader
in sustainable urban water management, as exemplified
by the Philadelphia Water Department’s (PWD’s) Green
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Cities Clean Waters (GCCW) program, which pledges a
broad and long-term investment in green infrastructure
(GI) practices.
While the central goal for PWD is to use GI to reduce
combined sewer overflows (CSOs), urban stakeholders
are also hoping to see this investment provide jobs and
job-training, reduce heat island effect, beautify neighbor-
hoods, and raise property values (Travaline, Montalto,
& Hunold, 2015). Globally, GI is increasingly discussed
as an urban adaptation strategy, and particularly as a
means of reducing flood and health risks due to both
climate change and increasing extent and rate of urban-
ization, and associated environmental risks (Zhou, 2014).
GI is often viewed as a potential leveraging opportu-
nity. Infrastructure investments mandated by the regu-
latory pressure to control CSOs are seen as an opportu-
nity to also help revitalize residential communities, re-
store urban ecosystem function, adapt to changing cli-
mate conditions, and create green jobs, among other
ancillary goals collectively referred to here as sustain-
able redevelopment.
However, as the GCCW program was structured at
the time of this study, the likelihood that GI would
be able to promote widespread sustainable redevelop-
ment in many of the city’s struggling residential neigh-
borhoods appeared low. For one, cost factors limited the
spatial extent of GI that will be constructed in the pub-
lic right-of-way. The City’s goal was to use GI to man-
age the 2.54 cm (one inch) of runoff from 47% of the
directly connected impervious areas within the city’s
combined sewer service areas, leading to the use of GI
to treat runoff from 3,870 hectares (9,564 acres), city-
wide1. However, given current and projected future av-
erage GI costs in the public right-of-way (>$250,000/GA
[green acre] and $120,000/GA, respectively), PWD ap-
peared unable to self-fund all of the required GAs that
needed to be installed across the City using streetscape
GI (Christopher Crockett & Marc Cammarata [PWD], per-
sonal communications, 2012).
Second, although a variety of carrots and sticks incen-
tivized GI implementation on private property, these pro-
grams mostly targeted large and non-residential proper-
ties (Valderrama & Davis 2015). PWD’s innovative Parcel-
Based Billing and Stormwater Credits programs, for ex-
ample, charges a stormwater fee to each non-residential
parcel based its gross area and impervious area. Non-
residential property owners have the option to reduce
or eliminate this charge by installing GI. PWD’s current
Stormwater Code specifies that all earth disturbances in
excess of 1,394 m2 (15,000 ft2) manage the first 2.54
cm of runoff, effectively incentivizing GI implementation
for large redevelopment projects (PWD, 2014). This re-
quirement, however, will not lead to incorporation of
GI into the redevelopment situated on the more com-
mon, smaller lots that predominate in Philly’s residential
neighborhoods. The presence of privately owned vacant
land is particularly important to prospects of GI (Mon-
talto et al., 2012; Travaline et al., 2015), and this factor is
ever evolving over time due to redevelopment. As sites
are developed, GI opportunities may be lost.
1.2. Neighborhood Context
Starting in 2009, the project team began investigating
the challenges associated with implementation of GI in
Point Breeze (population 23,585), a 1.75 km2 residential
neighborhood of South Philadelphia (see Figure 1).
Given its proximity to Philadelphia’s Center City,
Point Breeze faces intense redevelopment pressure, and
concerns about gentrification are common among the
long-term residents. Most of the area was originally de-
veloped during the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, and the neighborhood has historically been com-
prised of middle class and working class families. Like
many other older sections of Philadelphia, Point Breeze
experienced decline after World War II due to a waning
manufacturing sector, overall population loss, and aging
infrastructure. In 2000, roughly one-third of households
were below the poverty line. More than 80% of the pop-
ulation is African-American.
Since 2000, community development experts have
observed the onset of gentrification trends in Point
Breeze, signaled by the scale, speed, and price point of
new construction and the target audience of new busi-
nesses. Income levels and property values have grown
most notably in the northern portion of the neigh-
borhood, where demographic data reveals increases
in white residents and residents with college degrees
(Philadelphia Research Initiative, 2016).
Meanwhile, long-term residents of Point Breeze ex-
perience ongoing barriers to living wage employment
such as limited educational attainment and criminal
records. Accordingly, traditional workforce development
training programs are of little help to many, and lo-
cal stakeholders have expressed the need to develop
a trained urban “green collar” workforce to meet the
present and future employment demands of the steadily
emerging environmental business sector (Conrad, 2009).
The extent to which residents experience ancillary
benefits or improvements in neighborhood livability from
theGCCWprogram is assumed to bedirectly proportional
to the density of GI facilities that are installed. Achieving a
meaningful density of GI in Philadelphia’s struggling resi-
dential neighborhoods thus requires the development of
new and creative strategies for fostering GI implementa-
tion on the types of land present in these particular com-
munities, through alternative financing mechanisms and
the forging of new forms of relationships between the
City, the community and the private sector.
2. Project Goals and Methods
The general study goal was to investigate how GI pro-
grams in Philadelphia can be customized to take max-
1 PWD defines the term “greened acre” (GA) as a region of 4,047 m2 (1 acre) over which 2.54 cm (one inch) of runoff have been treated with GI.
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Figure 1. The Point Breeze neighborhood, with CSO drainage areas.
imum advantage of the opportunities presented by in-
dividual neighborhoods and their residents, thus pro-
moting sustainable redevelopment. Focusing on Point
Breeze, the team performed a detailed study of physical,
social, legal, and economic conditions over the course of
several years. This process included a physical site analy-
sis, summarizing key features of development and plan-
ning in Point Breeze, an outreach effort to identify and
summarize key features of GI technologies and programs
that could be implemented, a legal study investigating
issues associated with moving stormwater across prop-
erty lines, and the creation of a database tracking GI cost,
performance, and site applicability factors derived specif-
ically for Point Breeze. The results of these various anal-
yses are reported in detail in Travaline et al. (2015). In
this study, we utilize these empirical results to develop
an agent-based simulation of GI build out in Point Breeze.
This simulation is used to evaluate the extent to which GI
offers an opportunity for sustainable redevelopment.
2.1. Agent-Based Models for Green Infrastructure
A preliminary version of the Point Breeze agent-based
model (ABM)was described in an earlier paper (Montalto
et al., 2012), with an adapted and enhanced description
of the model provided below. ABMs offer an accessible
way for decision makers to assess the sustainability of
complex infrastructure decisions by simulating their un-
derlying physical and social factors (Jager &Mosler, 2007).
An ABM allows physical and social/cultural environments
to be modeled concurrently (Berger, Birner, McCarthy,
Díaz, & Wittmer, 2007), and elucidates complex interac-
tions between subsystems (Bah, Touré, Le Page, Ickowicz,
& Diop, 2006). Autonomous agents are crafted within an
ABM to adhere to a set of behavioral “rules”. Agents may
“learn” based on changes within the system, or their be-
havior may remain fixed. The agents interact with one an-
other as well as their environment, patterns emerge, and
the system itself evolves. In this way, ABMs are used to
explore the roles that dynamic processes play in shaping
the “emergence” of a particular outcome.
Although ABMs are useful as a predictive tool, their
unique value is to explore relationships between hetero-
geneous agents and agent classes (Grimm et al. 2010).
ABMs can be used to test whether a theory will produce
its expected result, such as how a policy proposal might
change behavior within a population. In this way, ABMs
are a powerful tool for developing simulations that in-
corporate social science theories into representations of
physical systems (Moss & Norling, 2006), and supporting
decision-making by rapidly testing alternate solutions to
a given problem (Voinov & Bousquet, 2010). Although
many water-related ABM studies are described in the lit-
erature (Barthel, Rojanschi, Wolf, & Braun, 2005; Berger
et al., 2007, Davis, 2000; Fagiolo, Moneta, & Windrum,
2007; Tillman, Larsen, Pahl-Wostl, & Gujer, 2005), efforts
to apply this modeling approach to GI are fairly new.
As described in Montalto et al. (2012), the Point
Breeze ABM has been used to explore the spatiotempo-
ral emergence of rain gardens and green roofs in Point
Breeze under scenarios involving economic self-interest,
physical compatibility of GI with lot characteristics, and
additional insights into the possible behavior of property
owners. In this article, a revised and enhanced version
of the model is used to compare different GI implemen-
tation strategies in terms of a) whether PWD’s GA goals
could be met in a timely manner in Point Breeze, b) what
kinds of assumptions regarding participation and adop-
tion would be necessary to achieve the GI implementa-
tion achieved as a result of different theoretical GI poli-
cies, and c) the extent to which GI could promote sustain-
able redevelopment in Point Breeze.
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2.2. Model Overview
The ABM was programmed in Netlogo. In the model,
implementation of GI by public agencies and private
landowners in Point Breeze is simulated over a 30-year
project timeframe. At each quarterly time step, public
agencies and owners of single family residences decide
whether to adopt GI options that are physically feasible
on their properties andwithin their budget. On any given
time step, GI adoption is physically constrained to those
tax lots and public spaces with sufficient area to house
the GI, and where synergistic activities such as roof re-
placement or street milling/reconstruction are currently
occurring. The model steps through 30 years of simula-
tion, updating the inventory of GI projects and the per-
ception of PWD and private land owners at the end of
each quarterly time step.
Because an overarching goal of the modeling effort
was to evaluate the importance of interacting spatial, tem-
poral, social/institutional, and economic dynamics, we
elected to not simulate any of the hydrologic or hydraulic
phenomena typically included in municipal GI modeling
efforts. Instead, we assume that all instances of GI imple-
mented in the simulation are sized to be able to store
a volume of stormwater equivalent to 2.54 cm, the cap-
ture standard at the time of the research, multiplied by
the area of their assumed catchment areas. However, us-
ing typical GI design standards as a guide, we have estab-
lished limits on the size of individual GI systems, and con-
straints on their placement. For example, the total depth
of excavation for stormwater bump-outs is limited to 1.5
m, to minimize labor-related compliance activities during
construction. Setbacks of 1.5m frombuilding foundations
are assumed for all private property GI. Depressions are
limited to 0.3 m to avoid the creation of trip hazards.
The aggregate neighborhood percentages are pre-
sented in a time series chart. Although the ABMcan theo-
retically be programmed to output awide range ofmodel
metrics, for this study, we have elected to present two
different types of outputs. First, we present the percent
of each block greened at the end of the 30-year simu-
lation period (i.e., the percent of directly-connected im-
pervious area on each block over which the first 2.54 cm
of runoff is controlled for each year of the 30-year sim-
ulation). The aggregate neighborhood percentages are
presented in a time series chart. Then, we show the net
greened acreage associated with each type of GI imple-
mented in each simulation.
3. Model Development
Three different GI program scenarios weremodeled. The
model runs relate to three different types of GI imple-
mentation, per PWD’s December 2011 Adaptive Man-
agement Plan. These include: a) PWD-initiated GI, b) GI
linked to public infrastructure projects, and c) private GI.
The differences between the three different model sce-
narios are determined by whether or not the features
summarized in Table 1 are turned “on” or “off”. In the
model, all scenarios are cost equivalent and constrained
by available funds.
3.1. Selection of Agents
The process used to select particular classes of agents to
include in the model, and to assign individual attributes
and behavioral rules to them involved a variety of widely
recognized (Smajgl, Brown, Valbuena, & Huigen, 2011)
empirical methods such as surveys, interviews, seeking
expert knowledge, and participant observation. The re-
sults of these efforts are summarized in Travaline et al.
(2015). This outreach effort suggested local perceptions
if GI were many and varied, and future interaction be-
tween PWD and the community will likely change them
further. In the ABM, such preferences can be dynamically
adjusted. For example, the GI cost-sharing relationships
Table 1. Features alternatively toggled “on” of “off” in the model runs.
Feature Description
Use of publicly owned, corner, vacant lots for This is an extension of PWD-initiated GI program that essentially
infiltrating runoff generated within the census block. would allow PWD to treat runoff originating on private property,
but that relies on back alleys for conveyance.
Use of interior, and corner, vacant lots owned and This is a scenario wherein a private third party is allowed to
managed by a private GI Banking and Credit purchase and use privately owned vacant land for managing
Program for infiltrating runoff generated within the stormwater, also relying on back alleys for conveyance.
census block.
Implementation of a Raincheck program, whereby This is an additional incentive for GI on private property.
the cost of private GI (e.g. rain gardens and green
roofs) is subsidized by 80% by PWD.
Implementation of a Community-Assisted This program is indirectly associated with private GI adoption,
Maintenance Program for engaging the local since the assumption is made that by engaging the local
community in operation and maintenance (O&M) community in the O&M of GI, they will develop a more favorable
for nearby GI. opinion of GI and be more likely to adopt themselves.
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that evolve between PWD and other city agencies can be
changed in time, as can private property owner GI adop-
tion rates, in response to the shifts in public opinion that
could occur as GI becomes a more common.
Following the framework and nomenclature intro-
duced by Smajgl et al. (2011), agent-classes were iden-
tified principally from expert knowledge, the interviews,
and participant observation. Agent attributes were de-
vised based on surveys, census data and geospatial infor-
mation collected by the project team.
Three principle agents are included in the model:
the water utility (PWD), local community organizations,
and property owners. The rules governing PWD’s actions
were derived from PWD’s Implementation and Adap-
tive Management Plan with some modifications as de-
scribed below. Property owner and community organiza-
tion agents were assigned to the appropriate agent type
using geospatial and downscaled census data. Dispropor-
tionate up-scaling using Monte Carlo approaches were
used to initialize attributes of the entire population of
these agents from the samples associated with the em-
pirical work.
Initial conditionswith respect to the age of a property
owner’s roof, property owner income, property values,
tenure status (renter v. owner-occupied), and commu-
nity organization membership for all tax lots were gen-
erated randomly at the outset of each simulation from
themap data and community-derived data. It is assumed
that there was no extant GI in the study neighborhood at
the beginning of the simulation. However, we count un-
developed green space as among the GA present in the
neighborhood, meaning that conversion of vacant lots to
buildings is a loss of GA.
Owner occupancy andmean household incomewere
assigned for each property based on random values
drawn from the distribution of owner/renter occupancy
status and income values reported for the respective cen-
sus block group. Each property located within one of the
geographic districts of interest to the community orga-
nizations was also assigned a probability of membership
based on the number of members purported by the or-
ganization, divided by the number of properties in the
area of interest. As an initial condition, each property
was also assigned a residual useful roof life drawn from
a uniform distribution with a minimum of 0 months and
a maximum of 360 months. This residual roof life is re-
duced as time progresses in the model.
The initial conditions of the model were verified
and calibrated by comparing histograms and descriptive
statistics (minimum, maximum, mean and standard de-
viation) of specific parameters generated by the model
(household income, roof age, proportion of properties
rented per block) with actual GIS and spatially explicit
census data.
3.2. Scheduling of Agent Decisions and Actions
Different agent decisions and actions take place at quar-
terly and yearly intervals. A summary of agent decisions
and actions is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Schedule of recurring events in the Point Breeze ABM.
Occurrence Events in ABM
Annual PWD learns about exogenously scheduled public infrastructure projects such as street projects, school
projects, and park projects that can include a GI component.
PWD updates its list of upcoming self-initiated GI projects.
PWD establishes an annual budget for GI construction and O&M based on the number of GA implemented
to date.
PWD increases water and sewer rates at 6.5% per year.
Annually, the GI Banking and Credit Program (BCP) sells its credits to PWD customers from outside of Point
Breeze who elect to purchase GI credits in lieu of onsite stormwater management, at a profit.
Quarterly If Raincheck program has been implemented, PWD acquires knowledge about funded requests for
Raincheck program over the previous year.
If publicly owned corner vacant properties are being used for stormwater management, PWD identifies all
projects it can afford during this quarter.
If Raincheck program has been implemented, PWD acquires knowledge about funded requests for
Raincheck program over the previous year.
PWD makes GI offers. Collaborating agents respond. GI is implemented. Construction costs are deducted
from that year’s annual budget.
PWD updates its database of GI instances and recalculates the % green for each street block and for the
neighborhood at large
Loop back to 1 until the end of the year, then go back to the next annual calculation
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Generally speaking, PWD evaluates its outstanding
GA goals for the neighborhood (in the model PWD is
continually attempting to manage the first 2.54 cm of
runoff over 47% of the directly-connected impervious
area in Point Breeze), and its remaining annual budget on
an annual basis. On quarterly intervals, it generates lists
of planned earth disturbances that could be leveraged
for GI construction and determines whether the resid-
ual amount of its annual GI budget has been depleted.
Based on what is left, PWD may make offers to public
and private partners, who then decide whether or not
to adopt additional GI. The general sequence of PWD
decision-making is graphically depicted in Figure 2.
For projects conducted on public property such as
sidewalks and parks, the contribution required of public
agencies to construct and maintain GI is the difference
between the actual cost (unit cost * size of GI) and the
PWD leverage (PWD contribution * size of GI). If the PWD
offer exceeds the construction costs, PWD is assumed to
pay the entire construction cost and the public partner is
assumed to pay nothing.
Cost per GA is assumed to decrease somewhat in
time as a result of the economic learning curve. See Fig-
ure 3 for a graphic representation of this cost calculation.
3.3. GI Sizing Assumptions
A range of assumptions was made in order to size
each anticipated GI type for inclusion in the model.
Streetscape GI accommodates runoff from the street,
Assemble current
GI opportunies
• PWD-iniated
• Public works
• Private
Program
complete
(30 years?)No
Compute PWD
leverage
• Compute GA
• installed to-date and
• GA scheduled for
• current year
• Determine current
• construcon costs
• Set aside Raincheck
• budget
• Lookup PWD
• leverage
Implement
Private
strategies
• Oﬀer all owners
• w/o GI
• opportunity to
• parcipate
• PWD pays 80% of
• const. costs
• (limited to funds
• set aside for
• Raincheck
Implement
PWD-iniated
strategies
• Sites selected by
• PWD
• May include funds
• from other
• organizaons
• Must be possible
• with current
• leverage
Implement GI
following
Public Works
• PWD oﬀers
• Streets/Parks/
• Schools current
• leverage
• Oﬀer accepted or
• declined
• Oﬀers made unl
• annual GA goal
• met
Figure 2. Flowchart depicting PWD’s decision-making model.
Point Breeze Greened Acres
PWD leverage ($/GA)
148
$300k
Point Breeze Greened Acres
Total unit construcon cost ($/GA)
148
$300k
Point Breeze Greened Acres
PWD leverage ($/GA)
148
$300k
Figure 3. Calculation of PWD’s leverage amount.
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the sidewalks and any downspouts routed to the fronts
of houses. Streetscape GI comprised of a combination
of stormwater bump-outs, parking lanes with pervious
pavement, and stormwater tree trenches.
The stormwater bump-out design is based on traf-
fic and parking requirements, and its dimensions and
stormwater storage capacity are fixed. One bump out is
built per street segment, assuming flow is only in one di-
rection for a given street segment. If the bump out does
not have sufficient capacity to accommodate one half of
the street’s runoff, pervious paving is added to the park-
ing lane to make up the difference. Pervious pavement is
built in the parking lane only and can be built to the ends
of the road segment, although from a cost perspective,
the spatial extent of pervious paving should be kept to a
minimum to reduce excavation and disposal costs.
Stormwater tree trenches are built to accommodate
the runoff generated on the side of the street opposite
the bump out. We assume that, given the relatively nar-
row streets in Point Breeze, bump-outs on both sides
of the street are rarely feasible due to space limitations.
Stormwater tree trenches are constructed with a mini-
mum ∼4 m setback from street segment ends. This re-
sults in engineered tree pit lengths typically in incre-
ments of about 8 m. The trenches themselves are as-
sumed tobe about 1mwide so as not to impede sidewalk
traffic, and are not set back from the curb, since parking
is assumed on the bump-out side of the street only.
A variety of GI options occur on private property in
the model. These can be generally classified as rain gar-
dens and green roofs. In some cases, the rain gardens are
placed on vacant parcels and runoff from roofswithin the
census block is routed there through back alleys.
In the model, PWD offers private property owners a
one-time $100 credit towards their water bill to install a
rain garden. In contrast to the green roof program (de-
scribed below) which kicks in when owners undertake
regular roof maintenance, PWD would cover the entire
life cycle cost of the rain gardens and offer the $100
credit because there is otherwise no motivation for in-
dividuals to make any such modifications to their back-
yards. The monetary incentive was inspired by the suc-
cessful Portland, OR downspout disconnection program,
which offered a similar one-time financial incentive to
property owners who agreed to divert their downspouts
from conventional drainage systems.
Rain gardens are assumed to be located on private
developed lots and on vacant lots, given a variety of dif-
ferent GI policies considered in the model. We assume
that the area of a rain garden is the tax lot area×∼2.5 cm
divided by ∼5 cm (corresponding to a ∼5 cm depression,
or almost 1 m of engineered soil with 30% porosity), and
minimum required setback of rain garden from buildings
is ∼1.5 m.
Green roofs are considered viable GI options for prop-
erties whose roof area is at least 28m2, under the as-
sumption that the benefit to the homeowner and to
PWD for building a green roof does not justify the cost
when the green roof does not capture a significant frac-
tion of the lot runoff. Because there are very few pitched
roofs in the study neighborhood, all roofs meeting the
size limit are considered viable for green roofs. This as-
sumption does not consider the condition of the house
and its ability to support a green roof and may result in
some overestimation of the number of properties eligi-
ble for a green roof. Owners have the option of adopt-
ing green roofs only at such time that the roof is be-
ing replaced. Green roofs are implemented through a
cost-sharing strategy, based on the incentive programde-
scribed in Montalto et al. (2007). When the useful life of
an existing roof is expired, willing property ownerswould
pay the price of a new conventional roof, but would ac-
tually get a green roof, and a commitment from PWD to
maintain it as a stormwater management facility for its
entire useful life.
3.4. Factors Influencing GI Adoption on Behalf of Private
Property Owners
In the model, adoption of GI by private property owners
is determined by a variety of factors. Generally speaking,
we assume that property owners are influenced by their
own experiences with GI, as well as the experiences of
members of their social network. We assume that they
consider the functionality, aesthetics, and impact of the
GI technologies that they encounter in their community.
3.4.1. GI Encounters
Private property owners develop preferences and per-
ceptions about GI based on the GI they encounter di-
rectly and indirectly. Directly encountered GI includes
GI on the landowner’s property, GI on the landowner’s
block, GI on nearby parks or schools, GI on the
landowner’s associates’ property on neighboring blocks,
and GI on transportation corridors and commercial cor-
ridors the landowner uses. Indirectly encountered GI in-
cludes GI constructed and maintained by associates be-
longing to groups within their social network.
Landowners value directly- and indirectly-en-
countered GI differently. Directly encountered GI is as-
sessed based on its functionality, its aesthetics and its
impact. In the absence of other information, we assume
that neighborhood residents value all directly encoun-
tered GI using the same criteria. That is, the impor-
tance an individual places on functionality, aesthetics
and impact is the same for each directly encountered
GI installation.
3.4.2. A History of GI Encounters and Their Impacts
The functionality, aesthetics and impact of each GI instal-
lation in Point Breeze are tracked during the ABM simula-
tion of PWD’s stormwater program. Each of the features
is stored as an index with a value between 0 (no bene-
fit) to 1 (fully providing benefit). An individual’s “history”
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with directly-encountered GI is calculated and tracked as:
Γhist =
1
Ndirect
Ndirect
􏾜
j=1
1
3 (𝛾f,j + 𝛾a,j + 𝛾i,j)
where Γhist is the historical experience a landowner has
with GI (number between 0 and 1), Νdirect is the num-
ber of GI implementations the landowner has direct ex-
perience with, and 𝛾f, 𝛾a and 𝛾i are the GI functional-
ity, aesthetics and impact indices, respectively. These fac-
tors are based on the research team’s interaction with
the community. Because GI perception is the cumula-
tive experience of Point Breeze residents, the historical
experience at a given time step is set equal to the two-
year (eight-quarter) moving average Γhist for each tax lot
owner, i.e.,
Γqhist =
1
8
7
􏾜
k=0
Γq−khist
where q denotes the current quarter (present time).
The functionality of a given GI implementation is de-
pendent upon its upkeep through O&M, as well as ran-
dom acts of nature or other damage that reduce GI func-
tionality. Although all private GI owners are likely to
maintain their GI (since they chose to adopt it in the
first place), it is not a certainty. By contrast, it is as-
sumed that GI on public property, commercial establish-
ments and lands maintained by a stormwater manage-
ment BCP always receive required O&M and function
properly. The likelihood that a private landowner main-
tains GI is dependent on the owner’s experience with
GI. Owners more positively disposed toward GI (as mea-
sured by the owner’s instantaneous Γhist value) aremore
likely to maintain the GI over which they have control. In
this way the GI functionality index for a given GI imple-
mentation is represented as:
𝛾f = 0.5 + 0.5 × Γq−1hist
where Γq−1hist is the historical experience with GI for the GI
owner on the previous quarter for GI on private property
and is equal to 1 for GI on public lands or lands owned by
the BCP.
GI aesthetics are derived from their design, and are
obviously subjective. For this study, GI systems that are
specifically designed for public spaces or specifically to
enhance residents’ experiences (e.g., GI that preserves
open or green space) are assigned a positive aesthetic
value whereas GI designed purely for functionality (e.g.,
porous pavement) is assumed to have limited aesthetic
value. Values assigned to the different sorts of GI consid-
ered for Point Breeze (and several not currently in consid-
eration) are provided in Table 3, and are assumed to be
static during the simulation. The authors acknowledge
that in actually aesthetic value will vary from person to
person and potentially also change in time, and that the
values in Table 3 represent a simplification. Future work
will seek to better quantify the dynamic and heteroge-
neous aesthetic impact of GI in Point Breeze.
The impact a GI implementation has on its owner
may be environmental, financial, or social. As with aes-
thetics, the GI impact is a feature of the GI type and as-
sumed invariant over time in this simplified modeling ef-
fort. GI impact indices, based on the research team’s in-
teraction with this community and others, are listed in
Table 4. For each GI type a brief description of the pri-
mary impacts anticipated are listed.
3.4.3. GI Adoption Algorithm
Owners of single-family residences differ in their likeli-
hood of adopting GI based on the following attributes:
residence status (are they resident owners or landlords?),
residence status of their neighbors, household income,
their experience with GI, exposure to GI in the vicin-
ity of their residence, and the physical constraints of
their property.
Each of these factors was included for predicting the
likelihood of single-family residence GI adoption. The
model predicts the probability that, on a single time step
and with a known incentive from PWD (which may be $0
or more), the owner of a single-family residence elects
to build a rain garden or green roof. The probability of
adoptions is represented by:
PGI adoption = fs × fw × fe × Γhist fk
Table 3. Aesthetic indices assigned to Point Breeze GI types.
GI type Aesthetic index
Transportation corridor GI (high visual impact) 1.00
Demonstration projects (e.g., basketball court) 1.00
School and Park GI 0.75
Green roofs 0.75
Vacant lot stormwater BCP GI 0.75
Curb bump-outs (penalized because some drivers may resent them) 0.50
Engineered tree pits with trees 0.50
Engineered tree pits without trees 0.25
Backyard rain gardens 0.25
Porous pavement 0.25
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Table 4. GI Impact indices for GI in the Point Breeze ABM.
GI type Impact index Primary impacts
Transportation corridor GI (high visual impact) 0.50 Educational
Demonstration projects (e.g., basketball court) 1.00 Social, environmental
School and Park GI 1.00 Social, environmental
Green roofs 0.50 Environmental, health
Vacant lot stormwater BCP GI 1.00 Social, environmental, economic
Curb bump-outs 0.50 Environmental
Engineered tree pits with trees 0.50 Environmental, economic, health
Engineered tree pits without trees 0.25 Environmental
Backyard rain gardens 0.25 Environmental, economic
Porous pavement 0.25 Environmental
where fs is a spatial feasibility factor (1 if the property
can accommodate the rain garden or green roof, 0 other-
wise), fw is a willingness factor, set such that each owner
has a 0.2 probability of adoption GI over the 30 year (120
quarter) simulation, fe is an economic factor (described
below),Γhist is the property owner’s GI history (described
above) and fk is a knowledge factor (described below).
The economic factor assumes that adoption is more
likely if the benefit received from implementation is sig-
nificant in comparison with household income. The eco-
nomic factor is implemented as a logistic function depen-
dent on a factor, fe, which is based on household income.
At the outset of the simulation each property with land
use of “single family” is randomly assigned an income
based on the US Census average and standard deviation
income for the census block in which the tax lot resides.
The logistic function was scaled such that it varies be-
tween 0.5 and 0.9 over the range of incomes in Point
Breeze:
fe =
1
1 + e−(𝛾−0.1)/0.152
; 𝛾 = IPWDIncome
where IPWD is the incentive offered by PWD (Model 3
only) and “Income” is the monthly household income.
The knowledge factor takes into account the owner’s
residency status, surroundings and associations and is
calculated as:
fk =
1
1 + e−(xlot−2.944)/0.849
;
xlot = 1 − rlot + 2mowner + 􏿶
nGI
np
􏿹
block
+ 􏿶
nro
np
􏿹
block
where rlot is 0 if the property is a rental property and 1 if
the lot is owner-occupied,mowner is the number of group
memberships of the lot owner, nGI/np is the fraction of
properties on the tax lot’s street block with GI and nro/np
is the fraction of properties on the tax lot’s street block
that are resident-owned. The knowledge function was
scaled to provide a probability between 0.03 and 0.97
over the range of values expected for xlot in the Point
Breeze neighborhood.
4. Description of Model Runs
4.1. Model 1—Baseline Scenario
This scenario was developed to reflect PWD’s most cur-
rent strategy for GI implementation, as generally rep-
resented in the PWD’s Implementation and Adaptive
Management Plan. In this scenario, PWD funds only GI
projects on streets and other public lands, like parks and
schools, in coordinationwith other public agencies. GI on
publicly owned vacant parcels and GI on private property
are not funded, though private single-family residences
may choose voluntarily to implement GI if they have suf-
ficient space. PWD tracks the evolution of GI on private
properties, and takes credit for it.
To spatially illustrate someof theGI considered in this
study, andmore fully flesh out the scenarios generated in
the model runs, conceptual design drawings were devel-
oped visualize the GI that could be generated given the
model assumptions and the scenario results. Conceptual
designs corresponding to Model 1 (see Figures 4 and 5)
target public surface run-off managed on public property
with streetscape GI, the array of stormwater bump-outs,
pervious paving, and tree trenches already introduced.
Stormwater bump-outs and pervious paving are lo-
cated on the parking side of the street, with stormwater
tree trenches in the sidewalk along the travel side. All of
the street scale GI overflows into the combined sewer. In
Model 1, GI could be used as a physical planning tool to
establish ‘gateways’ to residential blocks, improve condi-
tions for pedestrians by minimizing cross-walk distances,
and limiting disruption to parking spaces and the interior
of the block by targeting work to the first 21.3 m of the
residential street.
Through the interior of the block, pervious pavement
is used in the parking lane. Paving materials could be dis-
tinguished using a clearly defined separator or by using
permeable pavement in a contrasting color. Additionally,
on streets with “extra” capacity, the stormwater planting
zone could be widened and extended into the generous
traffic lane and/or a sidewalk.
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Figure 4.Model 1—Plan view of proposed streetscape GI.
Figure 5.Model 1—Plan view of “gateway” arrangement of GI near the crosswalk and intersection.
4.2. Model 2—Public vacant land alternative
The physical analysis of land in Point Breeze revealed
a number of publicly owned vacant parcels of land lo-
cated at block corners (near stormwater inlets) on blocks
with relatively high imperviousness fractions. InModel 2,
we allow PWD to convert publicly-owned corner va-
cant parcels on blocks with at least 836 m2 of poten-
tial private contributing area to stormwater manage-
ment facilities which, depending on local site conditions,
could be rain gardens, infiltration/storage trenches, or
stormwater basins (referred to in aggregate as rain gar-
dens). Model 2 also includes all of the public right of
way GI strategies, school, and park programs included
in Model 1. During a given year, PWD chooses to allo-
cate budget to developing vacant parcels prior to consid-
ering GI on streets. As in Model 1, private single-family
residences may also elect to build green roofs or rain
gardens, but receive no financial incentive from PWD to
do so.
The designs for Model 2 (see Figures 6 and 7),
combine public and private surface run-off for infiltra-
tion/storage on public property. A common block type
in the neighborhood has a large open parcel and multi-
ple smaller, relatively equal-sized residential parcels. In
this design, stormwater is conveyed from the residen-
tial rooftops and rear yards via the modified internal
alley to a rain garden and on to an infiltration/storage
‘trench’ beneath the large parcel, in this case a new bas-
ketball court. The infiltration/storage trench also, accom-
modates stormwater from the public parcel itself. With
the addition of the some or all of the GI suggested in
Model 2, it is possible to accommodate public street
and sidewalk run-off and to consider sizing the infil-
tration/storage trench for additional public stormwater
(from adjacent streets and sidewalks) and from cross-
street inner-alleys, as alley termination locations permit.
4.3. Model 3—Private Vacant Land Alternative PLUS
Because so much of the land area of Point Breeze is pri-
vately owned, Model 3 was developed in an attempt
to characterize the potential of GI on private property.
This was initially accomplished by adding to the GI strate-
gies of Model 2 four new dynamics in Model 3: the
Raincheck program, Transportation Corridors program,
Community-AssistedMaintenance program, andGI Bank-
ing and Credit program (BCP).
In Model 3, the Raincheck program subsidizes up to
80% of the costs associatedwith green roofs and rain gar-
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Figure 6.Model 2—Plan view of catchment area and existing drainage (left), and proposed GI (right).
Figure 7.Model 2—Plan view of block-end parcel detail, including a central rain garden and permeable ball court.
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dens on private land. Note that this policy differs slightly
from PWD’s actual Raincheck program, developed af-
ter this research was completed. These differences are
discussed below. Under the Transportation Corridors
program, PWD preferentially installs public right-of-way
GI near transportation corridors (e.g., bus stops) over
other street locations. This has a significant impact on
Γhist since private property owners come into contact
with these GI installations more frequently than they do
other GI installations in less heavily trafficked sections
of the neighborhood. The Community-Assisted Mainte-
nance Program assumes that PWD engages community-
based organizations to provide O&M for GI on public
lands (excluding GI on streets). If performed through the
Community-Assisted Maintenance Program, O&M costs
are assumed to be a fraction (75%) ofmarket rate. Finally,
the BCP allows privately owned vacant lots to be reconfig-
ured for stormwater management, and credits to be sold
throughout the city, not unlike the stormwater credit pro-
gram in Washington D.C. (Department of Energy & Envi-
ronment [DOEE], 2013).
The design for Model 3 (see Figure 8) emphasizes
the potential role of private vacant land, with a focus
on utilizing single corner vacant parcels or on two adja-
cent parcels located near alley ends. Internal parcelsmay
be designed in combinations of two or three, as building
setbacks for GI typically take up useable area on single
lots and a larger number of aggregated parcels may have
higher value for construction purposes.
According to input from residents, the corner lots are
seen as valued locations for small parks. Vacant corner
parcel locations may also add significantly to the capac-
ity of stormwater bump-outs and stormwater planters
and by design, green intersections. Selected locations for
higher-value corner lots may be aligned with transit cor-
ridors. One example of this concept is Point Breeze Av-
enue, a distinct diagonal and historically active commer-
cial street, that could possibly benefit from spatially re-
defining the street into distinct and connected destina-
tion areas, focused on stormwater management ‘parks’
and taking advantage of the triangular parcels formed by
remnant geometry.
A goal of this conceptual design is to envision a phys-
ical, social and economic network for stormwater man-
agement facilities that can be tied together at multiple
scales in order to achieve PWD goals, and foster commu-
nity revitalization and sustainable redevelopment.
After runningModel 3with all of these newdynamics
and performing a sensitivity analysis, it was determined
that incorporation of the Raincheck, Transportation Cor-
Figure 8.Model 3—Conceptual design for corner lot.
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ridors, and Community-Assisted Maintenance programs
minimally changed the results beyond those obtained
from Model 2. The most influential change was the BCP,
which is described in greater detail below.
4.3.1. The GI Banking and Credit Program (BCP)
Approximately three quarters of the vacant parcels of
land in Philadelphia are privately owned (Philadelphia
Redevelopment Authority, 2010). If some means of en-
couraging the management of stormwater of GI on pri-
vate land could be developed, the goal of merging vacant
land revitalization efforts with stormwater management
could be significantly advanced. In Model 3, we allow a
third-partyGI banker to purchase privately owned vacant
land in Point Breeze, reconfigure it to manage stormwa-
ter runoff originating on other private parcels within the
same census block, and then sell the credits to develop-
ers and property owners from anywhere in Philadelphia,
as compensation for the stormwater runoff implications
from either new developments, or existing commercial
and institutional developments subject to PWD’s imper-
vious billing policy.
This strategy incentivizes stormwater management
on private properties, an important stormwater “sector”
that is not currently addressed in PWD’s Implementation
and Adaptive Management Plan. A BCP is a means by
which PWD and the City of Philadelphia can leverage va-
cant lands for meeting stormwater management goals
(and realizing other benefits) without acquiring these
lands. Moreover, it would create a market for private
lands committed to stormwater management. Different
uses of vacant land present trade-offs for PWD, neighbor-
hood residents, and developers. The trade-offs faced by
each of the groups is outlined below in Table 5.
A plot showing the expenses and income of a hy-
pothetical BCP is presented in Figure 9. The bank be-
gins with acquisition of vacant land at market prices
and construction of stormwater management facilities.
At present, vacant land is relatively inexpensive in parts
of the Point Breeze neighborhood and it is assumed the
PWD would be willing to contribute substantially to con-
struction costs. PWD’s willingness to contribute to a BCP
is related to its need to utilize vacant land for stormwater
management and its confidence in the success of a BCP
as a sustainable partner for ongoing stormwater man-
agement in Point Breeze and beyond. Once the vacant
land is developed for stormwater management, “credits”
for stormwater management up to the capacity of the
stormwater controls on the banked land are sold to com-
mercial landowners, developers, and others with incen-
tives or requirements for retaining/infiltrating stormwa-
ter. As depicted in Figure 4, the sale of stormwater cred-
its must be sufficient to cover land acquisition, construc-
tion and O&M costs minus the contribution that PWD
or another interested organization makes toward costs
and to generate revenue. Consistent with PWD’s adap-
tive strategy for implementing GI over the 30-year pro-
gram, it is assumed that PWD will be most willing to
contribute to construction costs on GI bank lands at the
Table 5. Value of vacant land to different interest groups.
Interest group Benefits of vacant land use for GI Liabilities of vacant land use for GI
PWD Use of vacant land may be necessary to meet May not want to become landowner of vacant land
directly connected impervious areas targets as GI reduces number of rate- paying customers
Neighbors GI on vacant land may provide environmental, Reduces opportunity for development the
aesthetic and social benefits to neighbors community desires such as affordable housing
Developers Opportunity to meet stormwater requirements Vacant land not available for development
for new construction
$/GA
Time (years)
GA market sale price
Land acquision & construcon costs
GIS bank required investment
PWD construcon cost contribuon
O&M costs (borne by GI bank)
Figure 9. Economics of the BCP.
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model outset and will less willing over time, as the GI
bank is expected to become a sustainable entity.
It is worth noting the following assumptions are
made in simulating a BCP in the Point Breeze ABM. In
Model 3, the BCP is assumed to have enough capital to
purchase and develop 5 vacant lots at the project out-
set, PWD is willing to contribute 100% of GI construc-
tion costs, and there are always individuals willing to buy
stormwater credits at the market rate (the bank has an
infinite market). It is also assumed that, at the project
outset, the GI credit value is set equal to the land cost
+ construction cost + 30-year O&M cost (including rate
escalation) + 10% profit margin for the GI bank, and the
GI bank buys additional vacant land as soon as it has suf-
ficient capital available.
4.4. Modeling Results
Figure 10 presents the time evolution of GA in Point
Breeze as predicted by Models 1, 2, and 3. The grey ar-
eas in the charts represent the range of possible GA out-
comes obtained in all 120 stochastic ensemble runs of
the 30-year sequence. The median predicted GA values
for each year are shown with a line.
Though models 1 and 2 arrive at a similar overall
mean percent GA, there is more uncertainty in Model 2,
and only Model 3 suggests the possibility that the 47%
goal can be approached.
Figure 11 depicts the net new greened acres associ-
ated with each of the types of GI strategies that are im-
plemented in the model. Streetscape GI will account for
a large percentage of greened acres in all three models.
However, in Model 3, the private vacant land strategy is
likely to produce even more greened acres.
5. Discussion
Our modeling suggests that is unlikely that Philadel-
phia will meet their stormwater management goals un-
less PWD gets innovative regarding the management of
stormwater originating on private land. As the GCCW
program is currently structured (Model 1), it does not
achieve the 47% goal at the neighborhood scale in Point
Breeze. Model 2 represents only a marginal improve-
ment in results over Model 1 simply because there are
not many corner publicly owned vacant lots available in
Point Breeze, relative to the total land area. A compar-
ison of Model 1 and Model 2 also reveals greater vari-
Figure 10. Results of model runs in terms of greened acres over time.
Figure 11. Results of model runs in terms of net greened acres after 30 years, by GI type.
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ability in the results of Model 2 after 30 years. This find-
ing is attributed to the path dependency associated with
early GI decisions. If these decisions tend to favor more
cost-effective GI (e.g., involve corner vacant lots), there is
more money available in the long term for GI implemen-
tation and the number of GA generated is greater. If, on
the other hand, early GI installations are less cost effec-
tive, less GA ultimately gets built. More options create
more variability in the results.
Model 3 gets the closest to the 47% goal for Point
Breeze, underscoring the importance of workingwith pri-
vate landowners in helping PWD achieve its GI goals in
this neighborhood. After 30 years, there is still great po-
tential variability in the results (demonstrating the same
path dependency described above), but the fact that the
median net GA is near the upper end of range demon-
strates that the GI bank played a key role in most of the
model runs.
Streetscape GI strategies (bump-outs, tree trenches,
and permeable pavement) will account for a large per-
centage of GA in all three models. Because these re-
sults are contingent upon assumptions made about how
PWD works with partners, PWD’s evolving collaboration
with the Streets Department is thus considered to be of
high value.
Clearly, the private vacant land strategy in Model 3
has the potential to produce the most net GA. In fact,
trends since the completion of this work indicate an ex-
panding interest in tailoring policy to incentivize GI instal-
lation on private land. Philadelphia has since launched
several promising initiatives, including its Raincheck pro-
gram,which directly offsets the cost of certain residential
GI; the Greened Acre Retrofit Program, which provides
funding to project aggregators who can build large-scale
GI across multiple properties; and the Stormwater Man-
agement Incentive Program, which provides grants for GI
on non-residential private lands.
Although private rain gardens occur (especially in
Models 1 and 2), they do not make up a large percent-
age of the new GA that will appear in Point Breeze.
Though these initiatives carry great value by helping to
engage the community, it may be useful for PWD to
seek opportunities to engender greater community sup-
port for streetscape GI, since these technologies will go
much further towards achieving its stormwater manage-
ment goals.
The ephemeral effect of neighborhood organizations
is noticeable, but disappears by the endof the simulation.
These issues are not reported here, but are the subject
of a separate paper (Montalto et al., 2012).
6. Conclusions
This study investigated three ways that PWD could im-
plement GI in Point Breeze, in an effort to achieve its
goal of 47% GI coverage at the neighborhood scale. We
note that, to our knowledge, the city’s legal obligations
do not specify any requirement regarding the spatial den-
sity of GI across the city, meaning that if GI were concen-
trated at higher densities in some neighborhoods, lower
densities would likely be allowable in other areas, as
long as the 47% goal is achieved citywide. This said, the
modeling effort suggests that programs that incentivize
GI on vacant private land represent a potentially signifi-
cant regulatory compliance strategy for residential neigh-
borhoods like Point Breeze. Specifically, the proposed GI
banking mechanism would allow stormwater manage-
ment on private land to be marketed city wide, signifi-
cantly advancing GI penetration beyond the level feasi-
ble using only publicly-owned land, including in the right
of way.
Comparablemarket-based regulatory strategies have
been proposed or are in operation as a means of improv-
ing air quality (Napolitano et al., 2007), climate change
(Ellerman & Buchner, 2007; Freeman & Kolstad, 2006),
water quality (Hamstead & BenDor, 2010; Lal et al., 2009;
Mariola, 2012), impervious surfaces (Welty et al., 2005),
fisheries (Annala, 1996), and wetlands (NRC, 2001). In
2008, the U.S. Department of Agriculture established
an Office of Environmental Markets for carbon seques-
tration, water quality, wetlands, biodiversity, and other
ecosystem services.
This research suggests that a similarly structured ap-
proach for trading GI credits could help Philadelphia com-
ply with water quality regulations, and the same con-
clusion appears to be emerging in other locales. For ex-
ample, in 2013, Washington D.C.’s Department of En-
ergy and the Environment created a Stormwater Reten-
tion Credit program to support compliance with new
stormwater rules. Property owners may offset up to
50% of their onsite retention requirement by generat-
ing Stormwater Retention Credits either by installing GI
on self-owned offsite properties, or by purchasing cred-
its that are generated on properties that exceed their
own regulatory requirements or voluntarily installing GI.
This program is expected to achieve higher retention
volumes throughout the district, and could result in a
greater number of smaller GI investments going after the
low-hanging fruit of “first flush” stormwater, containing
the most concentrated pollutants. Moreover, the off-site
provision in this regulation has the potential to prioritize
GI investments in less affluent areas (DOEE, 2013).
DC’s program is not unlike the program assumed in
Model 3, but the final design of this kind of program
for Philadelphia would obviously require further study
of the values and motivations of the city’s residents and
property owners. Critical information for policy makers
who are designing financial instruments for use of pri-
vate property owners include the public’s willingness to
implement GI on private properties (Baptiste, Foley, &
Smardon, 2015) as well as both the physical and finan-
cial barriers to program delivery (Ando & Freitas, 2011).
The engagement reported on in Travaline et al. (2015)
is a start, but additional work would elicit input from a
larger sampling of the owners of vacant land across the
city, accompanied by physical surveying of their location
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and the level of effort that would be involved to divert
nearby runoff to them.
A final conclusion of this work is the need to act soon
to foster a diverse portfolio of GI implementation path-
ways. Because of the strict timetables associated with
many stormwater regulations, water utilities like PWD
need to achieve compliance within specific periods of
time. A GI plan that replaces regular roofs with green
roofs only at the end of their useful life, or that includes
a Streets Department pledge to install porous pavement
only as part of its ongoing urban repaving efforts will
likely “miss the mark”. If water utilities are to include GI
as an integral part of their infrastructure strategies, they
will need some assurance that threshold levels of imple-
mentation will be achieved within rigidly defined time
frames. This may be approached by continuing to refine
how to operationalize sustainability planning concepts to
inform this newest investment in the quality and texture
of our cities.
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